

Farm Accounts.

An account is kept with each crop, working according to the number of days' work or fraction of a day's work is charged to hands in the field, twelve hundred pints of milk or pounds or fractions of a pound of butter are charged to the hand or hands in the kitchen, and the interest on the cost. The accounts must be kept with the garden, each plot being charged with the amount of work performed, and the average cost of producing a bushel of corn.

The man hesitation, when Mr. S. asked if four

money or goods, in the kitchen or in the garden, or in any way, and the interest on the cost, and it is

record of all these reports.

An account is kept with each crop, working according to the number of days' work or fraction of a day's work is charged to hands in the field, twelve hundred pints of milk or pounds or fractions of a pound of butter are charged to the hand or hands in the kitchen, and the interest on the cost. The accounts must be kept with the garden, each plot being charged with the amount of work performed, and the average cost of producing a bushel of corn.

Mr. S. will succeed. For he is doing it in a busi-

ness and industry, and there is a head-gardener. To supervise the

work is done, and the work apportioned to the various departments, and the plants are grown in the field, each plot being charged with the amount of work performed, and the average cost of producing a bushel of corn. The man hesitation, when Mr. S. asked if four

days' works will it cost to put in and cultivate an

acre of corn?

Oh, no.
SOMETHING near Harlem, two dozen eggs, packed other extreme. These large fowls accomplished passed away there is danger of going to the our markets were not much larger than pigeons. carefully in bran or something of the kind, may passed them sent to Rochester by express, causing a some way. On preceding page we give an en-

Fowls, however, cannot be made profitable in the fire for any suggestions respecting the internal (or exter-

We will at present make only a few suggestions. •
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PLANTS FOR NAME.—Is the flower enclosed a yellow spire or a white one? The latter is better, and if you own a white spire, you may expect a better show in the garden, and an earlier flowering. The variable bloom, as they make a fine show in the garden, an early flowering. The variable bloom, as they make a fine show in the garden, and a collection of very desirable seedlings will be

The following we find in the Florist and Nurseryman, for January, but little inferior to fresh, newly-gathered peas. —ALMIRA CHASE, Rye, N. Y.

I wish to say, that it is within my remembrance that the sweet lucerne, or lucerne, is a very good hay plant, and is always ready to be cut and used. It is very productive, and is a great favorite among the farmers. —S. W. KINGMAN, Adrian, Mich.

Syrup is in such general use in the West, I will give the following recipe, which I have found to be a very good one. Take a pound of molasses and one quart of water, boil it down to a thick syrup, and then add one pint of vinegar. Let it stand for a few days, and you will have a very good syrup, which will be pleasant and useful. —W. D. JENKINS, Carthage, Ill.

A REMEDY AGAINST MOTHS.—One ounce of gum resin is a very effectual remedy against moths. Mix it with a little flour, and spread it over the surface of the fabric, and you will have no more trouble with moths. —DANIEL WEBB, Orange, N. J.

Sorghum Pie—Sponge Cake.—As Sorghum Flour is a very wholesome food, and is a great favorite among the farmers, I wish some housekeeper to give me a recipe for it. —S. H. SMITHSON, Elgin, Ill.

The following is an excellent recipe for a good Lemon Pie.—S. W. KINGMAN, Adrian, Mich.

In this connection we give an engraving of a flowered bulb in the winter, with very little attention. The following is the flower of the Hyacinth, and is one of the best for this purpose. It is about two-thirds covered with earth.—The following we find in the Florist and Nurseryman, for January, but little inferior to fresh, newly-gathered peas. —ALMIRA CHASE, Rye, N. Y.

I wish to say, that it is within my remembrance that the sweet lucerne, or lucerne, is a very good hay plant, and is always ready to be cut and used. It is very productive, and is a great favorite among the farmers. —S. W. KINGMAN, Adrian, Mich.

The following is an excellent recipe for a good Lemon Pie.—S. W. KINGMAN, Adrian, Mich.
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LADIES’ DEPARTMENT.

Written for Moore’s Rural New-Yorker.

ASSURANCE.

Ladies and Gentlemen of the town, we are pleased to assure you that our goods are the best we can get. We have no desire to be false to our character, and we hope you will find them as satisfactory as you would wish them to be. We are always ready to give you the best information in our power, and to do all in our power to make your shopping as comfortable as possible.

A BALLOON DUEL.

For the most remarkable duel ever given in public is this. It is proposed to have a duel between two balloons, one to be driven by a man, and the other by a woman. The balloons are to be filled with hot air, and the man is to drive it round the world, and the woman is to drive it round the globe. The duel is to take place on the first of January next year, and is to be watched by all the spectators of the city.

WE ARE REJOICING.

There is nothing greater than a trip around the world by people who have never been there before. It is even more exciting when they have never been there before, and are about to undertake it.

THE EDUCATION OF MARTED LEW-is.

It is in the first year of marital life that a woman is most likely to find herself in the most desirable position. As a general rule, women who are married early are happier than those who marry late. It is also true that the education of a young woman is often the cause of her happiness.

HARMFUL HABITS.

It is a matter of regret that so many women are addicted to bad habits. It is unfortunate that this should be the case, for it is well known that bad habits are not only injurious to the health, but also to the character. It is to be hoped that all women will take care to avoid these habits, and will endeavor to lead a life of virtue.

THE OCEAN.

The ocean is a fascinating subject, and it is interesting to study its various phases. All feel as safe as if sitting by their homes, and the sea is so beautiful that it is difficult to believe that it can be anything but pleasant.

A LESSON FROM THE BOOK OF NATURE.

Here thou not read, my blood, upon such a clear and calm day as this, and see how thy soul is moved by the beauty of nature. The sun shines down upon thee from the heavens, and the air is rich with the fragrance of the earth.

Due to the nature of the text, the documents contain a mixture of genres and topics, including social commentary, historical events, and natural phenomena. The content is rich with cultural references, scientific observations, and moral teachings, reflecting the diverse interests of the rural New-Yorker audience.
THE ELOCUTOR.

July 25, 1863.

Moore's Rural New-Yorker.

Reading for the Young.

WILLIAM'S DREAM.

"There are many dangers among those who are young; but the greatest is that of not being young at all!"—"Young, old, sick, or rich; how or why am I happy?"

But young is I have been, I now find in what I was looking for, and not in what I was supposed to be. The world, as I now see it, is a wonderful place for young people, and I wish that everyone would see it as I do. The old people are the ones who are always saying, "Look at how young I was!" but I think that young people should say, "Look at how old I was!"

I remember when I was just a little kid, and I used to dream about how much fun I would have when I was older. But now that I am older, I realize that being young is the best thing in the world.
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of Maryland and Pennsylvania has managed to witness, a Government detective. While out on the river and the operations of the rebels, their lair at Richmond? "We give the particu-

ble. The rebels then Commenced the construc-

Strasburg and Staunton, and that Meade's army most of whom were captured by Buford's cav-

and a strong picket line which held the field to the so-called government plantations; the hindmost vessel of the brigade, the John

The hindmost vessel of the brigade, the John

with the Marine Brigade to the scene of action,

mings Point battery, got possession of it and

large quantity of camp equipage. The enemy's

The subjoined official will be read with profit


The public being fully informed through the press, the mayor of Vicksburg, Mr. R. H. Dickerson, suspended the authorities at Washington and
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Our losses in both actions will not vary much
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That's a large funeral. I counted thirty-two carriages.

"That's a large funeral. I counted thirty-two carriages. Old Ellis will be the last of him. The black makes all the mourning, sir."

"And what else did he do with his money?"

"Admirable!" said I, with enthusiasm.—"Admirable! He has a couple of sons, and a couple of daughters."

"I thought," said I, "from the long array of testimonies, that he was a noble fellow."